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EDUCATION
MRC Biostatistics Unit, University of Cambridge
October 2021 – present
PhD in Biostatistics – investigating transfer learning and its application to high-dimensional biomedicine
Trinity College, University of Cambridge
MMath Mathematics
BA (Hons) Mathematics
Awards:

MRC PhD Studentship
Examination Prize
Senior Scholarship
R J Wood Studentship
Heilbronn Essay Prize

St Olave’s Grammar School
A-levels: Double Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry
EPQ:
11,000-word dissertation on cognitive bias
GCSEs: 12 subjects including English and Mathematics

October 2017 – June 2021
Distinction
First Class
full-cost award for doctoral study
for achieving 95% in MMath dissertation
for excellent undergraduate exam results
to undertake summer research project
for best College statistics essay
September 2010 – July 2017
A∗ A∗ A∗ A∗
A∗
all A∗

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
Department for International Trade
July 2021 – September 2021
Statistical Officer
− Analysed statistical datasets in R and Excel, helping to inform policy decisions in the UK and overseas
− Responded rapidly to urgent requests, working flexibly in a small team of statistical experts
− Implemented improvements in R to an Official Statistics product that automates the publication of trade
and investment data
− Wrote a briefing note and highlighted potential reputational and strategic risks with current statistical
approach to non-monetary gold; presented findings to senior stakeholders, which were accepted
GlaxoSmithKline Pharma R&D
July 2020 – September 2020
Data Science Research Intern
− Developed and validated novel Pythonic computer vision tool which achieved 98.7% accuracy on 4,200+
image dataset
− Applied machine learning techniques: performed data wrangling and trained supervised classification
models with Scikit-learn to predict toxicity, achieving seven percentage point increase in specificity
− Completed first project four weeks ahead of schedule while working remotely and independently
− Presented two successful tools to senior stakeholders across the business, leading to the code being
fast-tracked for integration into the small-molecule screening system for all GSK compounds
Alliance to Feed the Earth in Disasters (ALLFED)
July 2020 – September 2020
Volunteer Research Assistant
− Volunteered with ALLFED Research team, who work to ensure humanity’s survival after a global
catastrophe that severely impacts world food systems
− Built Python tools to analyse large data sets to understand the distance between human settlements and
natural water sources, which are essential in the event of global agricultural collapse
Department for Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics
July 2019 – September 2019
Summer Research Assistant
− Designed and completed biological fluid dynamics experiments in the GK Batchelor Laboratory while
performing numerical and theoretical analysis
− Implemented image processing techniques using MATLAB and ImageJ to extract important features and
numerical metrics from 500GB of video data
− Generalised supervisor’s algorithm, improving robustness and reducing runtime by 23%
− Presented a research summary at the Cambridge Summer Research Festival in Mathematics

ADDITIONAL EXPERIENCE
Cambridge University Science and Policy Exchange
July 2020 – present
President (July 2021 – present)
− Leading team to deliver lectures and workshops for early-career researchers, creating networking
opportunities with science advisors and policymakers and providing information about future career paths
− Organising a two-day ’science for policy’ conference and helping to produce the third volume of the
Cambridge Journal of Science and Policy – a student-run, triple-blind, peer-reviewed, open-access journal
Workshops Lead (July 2020 – June 2021)
− Designed six practical events with expert speakers for audiences of up to 70 people, including disease
outbreak simulations, panel discussions and scientific advice training
− Researched and developed two case studies relating to emerging technologies and trends that underpinned
interactive horizon-scanning workshop with international expert
May Week Alternative
October 2018 – June 2020
Analytics and Strategy Officer
− Helped to raise donations of over £150,000 for the Against Malaria Foundation (AMF), which funds
and distributes anti-malarial bed-nets, protecting 170,000 people in three years
− Independent charity evaluators GiveWell, The Life You Can Save and Giving What We Can rate AMF
as one of the world’s most effective direct-impact charities
− Streamlined fundraising systems and improved organisational structures, leading to a 42% annualised
increase in donations
Cambridge University Wind Orchestra
August 2018 – April 2020
Vice-President (April 2019 – April 2020)
− Led a team of eight students to organise five concerts during the academic year
− Developed relationship with Oxford University Wind Orchestra and arranged joint concert
Tour Manager (August 2018 – July 2019)
− Planned and led eight-day orchestral tour to Amsterdam with a budget of £15,000
− Organised transport, accommodation and venues with no professional assistance to minimise cost

SKILLS AND INTERESTS
Programming
IT
Music

Python: Scikit-learn, Pandas, NumPy, OpenCV, Jupyter Notebooks;
R and MATLAB
LATEX; MS Word, Excel and PowerPoint
Orchestral percussion, saxophone and piano (all Grade 8)
Conducted youth orchestra on tour to Germany

